SUSTAINABLE
discussions dominate the
trade fairs and the fashion
press. Despite all of this
information, the confusion
about what sustainable
means is growing. The
element that hits home is
the idea of upcycling and
reuse. Most convincing
concepts come from Nordic
countries. Dutch designer
Duran Lantink questions
the purpose of reinventing
fashion when so much
waste is available for
reuse.
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STREETWEAR is the new
fashion frontier with
athleisure delivering the
essential basics for
creative layering. Leggings
and sweatpants are
reinvented in
multifunctional materials.
Sock and circular knitting
technology goes from
shoes to bodymapping.
Lace and down jackets
crossover as seductive
accessory pieces. The
purpose of technology is
now measured against
versatility - the multiple
comfort and individual
usability of streetwear is
part of the sustainable
discussion: do more with
less!

NOSTALGIA for the
techniques and crafts of
yesterday have triggered a
new wave of vintage
discoveries for other than
the previous vintage
parodies. Now the purpose
is concentrated on the
timeless and authentic
value of artisanal textiles
such as embroidery, lace,
velours, jacquards and
trims. Haute Couture is
admired as a reminder of
textile skill. Luxury brands
like Dior, Chanel and
Vuitton invest in the last of
the European artisanal
vestiges.

THE PURPOSE OF DESIGN

Marc Jacobs

Concepts Paris’ Celia and Iluna’s Federica

Marc Jacobs layering of
modern structured easy to wear
garments with smooth intimates
illustrates more than anything
the fluidity of fashion, crossing
over classification boundaries
and giving a new
multifunctional purpose to
fashion. Modern bodywear
technology joins militant
warrior women’s complaints
about the lack of inclusion in
bra offers. The progress of
engineered bonding at Evelyn
& Bobbie produced the most
comfortable AND truly
supporting bra I ever have
worn.

Evelyn & Bobbie

Celia (Concepts Paris) and Federica (Iluna)

Iluna impresses with biodegradable fibres and plant
dyes for circular bodymapping knits. Regina Miracle
and Muehlmeier launch eco padding for cups in
recycled polyester and made from coffee grounds.
Heist
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Smooth Innovation

Tom Ford

Colombo Antonio with Lurex accents
Burberry

Tom Ford mixes streetwear with
touches of glamour: marl sweats
with unfinished edges, Prince of
Wales check skirt, silver shoes
plus socks and feather earrings.
Lurex yarn with master pieces of
casual glam at Colombo and
very daring metallic surfaces for
athleisure in lots of sporty fabric
ranges.
Checks remain a big trend on all the
fabric fairs and are a favourite on the
runway. The iconic seduction of
lingerie plays the rather masculine
casualness of checks remain a n
exciting design concept.
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Casual Seduction

Topshop Unique

Love Stories

Recycled waste granite effects

Colour traditions are
broken one after the
other: green is not
unsellable, yellow no
longer only for summer
and pink has lost its girly
status. Pink in casual
shapes and fabrics creates
loungewear at its best.
Our two-way stretch
shaping range for
Triumph was never
offered in pink, but years
later and with more
bonding and lace
technology available it is
right on trend.
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Stark architecture and contemporary
materials in pink would create a totally
unbelievable gender neutral backdrop for
THE Bodyfashion shop of the future.
Combining intimates, athleisure and body
care products. Lots of nooks for
personalised consults and enough open
space to browse.
Marc Jacobs
Concepts Paris designs: lace, satin & bonding

Pink Constructions

Jacquemus

Celia showing at PV the effect of Melek Dantel
lace in a layered look together with a chunky
sweater knit and metallic trousers. The
juxtaposition of delicate lace or embroidery with
casual fabrics inspires us to create a new place in
the wardrobe of Bodyfashion with fluid dividing
lines between lingerie, beach and athleisure.
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MSGM
Gaultier

French Jacquemus is a rising star who impresses with
his timeless shapes, delightful colours and iconic
unusual touches like his micro bags and
mouthwatering sandals. A relaxed, never boring recipe
we know from Dries van Noten. I would love to see it
interpreted in Bodyfashion. Where to sell is then the
question …

Modern Romantics

The Exception at Interfilière Paris January ‘20

Gucci

Truly amazing crafted effects
and details arrive at all levels
of the market. Thanks to
confidence and knowledge of
how-to-wear, growing by the
day under the influence of
social media. Lofty peasant
dresses and blouses with
gorgeous couture finishings
are layered with leggings and
jeans. Gucci and Prada are
both playfully pushing the
boundaries of taste.

Designs from our Wonderland theme Design Concepts AW21/22

& Other Stories

Prada
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The moment the market restarts to believe in the
complexity of femininity and allows diversity back in
the intimates ranges, designer lines will have a
chance to penetrate the market. Lingerie to dream
next to, or layered with, comfort smoothness. NOTE:
this type of loose, generous and gorgeously finished
garments are also very popular as beach cover-ups.
This is a growing market developing as parallel
leisure wardrobes!

Smocked and ruched

Potencier

A couple of years ago we created a prototype collection
for Interfilière completely made out of the available
stocks from Les Tissages Perrin, In our vision, the
discrepancy between creativity and the minimal fabric
quantities would slow down design innovation and kill
diversity. The lace and embroidery industry now offers
stock quantities for small volume productions.
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Victor & Rolf

Lalide

Marni

The French brand Lalide uses the
traditional prints from various ateliers in
the South of France and Portugal, part
of local folk traditions.

Upcycling and Reusing

